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Öz
Bu makale, kadın ücretli emeği üzerine olan araştırma ve teoriyi ve bunların özellikle kadınların refahının sosyolojik olarak anlaşılmasını ne türden katkı yaptığını inceliyor. Kadının ücretli emeği ve refahi üzerine olan incelenele, ilhamını kadınların son yıllarda küresel yeniden yapılanma sonucu emek gücüne dahil edilmesinden alıyor. Bu yazida, içi sınıfından kadınların refahına ilişkin farklı teorik yaklaşımları temsil eden dört temel araştırma alanı inceliyor: kadının kapasitesinin gelişimi odaklanan insani kalkınma yaklaşımı; ücretli emeğin küresel yeniden yapılanmasını ilgilendiren yapısal-relasif perspektif; kadın işçilerin özgürlüklerini iktidar ilişkileri bağlamında değerlendirilen post-yapsalçı feminist yaklaşım; ve son olarak küreselleşme ile birlikte ortaya çıkan iktidar ilişkilerine dair kadın için doğan fırsatlarla da dikkat çeken toplumsal cinsiyet ve küreselleşme literatürü. Kadının refahı ve ücretli emek arasındaki ilişki tartışılması büyük bir araştırma alanına oluşmasına imkan verdi. Ancak varolan literatür kadın kavramının duygusal boyutlarını yeterince incelmeyip, bu makale, duyguların üzerine yapılan sosyolojik araştırmaların potansiyel katkılarını işaret ederek kadın işçiler ve refahi arasındaki ilişkinin tartışımasına yeni bir boyut ekliyor.
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Abstract
This article reviews research and theory on women’s waged-work with a particular focus on its contributions to sociological understandings of women’s well-being. Sociological inquiry on women’s well-being and waged-work is motivated by the most critical issue of the recent incorporation of women into the labor force as a result of global restructuring. I examine the recent research on women’s waged-work within four major areas of inquiry, chosen because they represent distinct theoretical approaches to women’s well-being: the human development approach focuses on enhancing the capabilities of women, the structural-relational perspective is concerned with the global reproduction of an underprivileged women workforce, the post-structuralist feminist approach investigates women workers’ subjectivities in relation to power relations, and gender and globalization literature addresses opportunities for women as well as power relations emerging with globalization. The question of women’s well-being and waged work has inspired a tremendous amount of research, but the existing research does not sufficiently recognize the emotional dimensions of well-being. This article adds a new dimension to the inquiry on women’s well-being and waged work by highlighting the potential contributions of sociological study on emotions.
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Introduction
This article undertakes a critical analysis of the question regarding the relationship between women’s well-being and waged-employment. The question was first posed by F. Engels (1844) in the 19th century. In the early period of industrialization when European populations increasingly became part of the proletariat, Engels was certain that women’s incorporation into waged-work would facilitate their own emancipation. For one thing, women would march from their homes to factories, asserting their political solidarity with other workers to achieve the historical goal of subordinate classes.¹

Almost a century after Engels’s projection, the labor force participation trend for women gained momentum in developed countries, and beginning from the mid-1970s, working class women in the developing regions of the world were also increasingly integrated into the labor force as waged-workers² due to complex transformations in the political economy, the unprecedented mobility of capital on a world scale, advanced technology, the dispersal of production to the developing countries, increasing mobility of labor, structural adjustment programs, transformation of nation-state sovereignty, marketization of national economies and etc., which are all analyzed under the rubric of global restructuring. Global restructuring has not only precipitated the formation of a highly feminized labor force but also made Engels’ question more pressing for scholars concerned with women’s liberation.

¹Engels identified the proletariat mostly with the factory workers of the 19th-Century.
²This study concurs with the feminist perspective that women have always been integral to the economy and the work they do (both at home and outside of home) is central to societies. Nevertheless, it aims to explore how existing literatures conceptualize the impact of women’s waged-work on their well-being. In this framework, not only do I analyze different discourses of well-being but also investigate women workers’ complex experiences shaped by waged-work.
Paradoxically, the further the proletarianization trend extends in developing economies, in association with the increasing reliance on women particularly as providers of cheap labor, the fewer scholars adhere to the sanguine projection of Engels. Underlying this disenchantment is that an inescapable tendency toward proletarianization has proven to be highly doubtful because the recent industrialization processes in the developing countries has barely created the anticipated formal proletariat. Instead, the global restructuring precipitates the formation of a highly segmented and heterogeneous labor force (Portes, 2004; Sassen, 2008; Standing, 2009, Whitson, 2010). In stark contrast to the formal proletariat, the highly feminized labor force of the global era lacks the resources to increase its bargaining power since with the increasing mobility of capital, established labor relations have been dismantled, labor unions have lost much of their power, protected industrial sectors that used to employ most of the formal labor force have downsized, and employment relations have been increasingly casualized. Numerous scholars argue that the current era of globalization has indeed had a deleterious effect on women’s income opportunities and conditions of work in both developed and developing economies (Beneria, 2003; Peterson, 2003; Pearson, 2004; Seguino, 2006).

Within this context, socialist-feminists contend that ‘The Engelian Myth’ -a term coined by Pearson (2004) and which assumes women’s emancipation lies in their incorporation to the labor force- has collapsed, whereas liberal approaches remain optimistic about the implications of women’s incorporation to labor force. By placing a constructive emphasis on women’s incremental gains associated with employment, such as women’s increasing autonomy, work-related entitlements, housing, education, and reproductive choices, liberal approaches lay out potential opportunities that are underestimated in class-based/structural explanations.

A glimpse of the controversy between Marxist and liberal approaches on the question regarding the relationship between women’s waged-work and their well-being offers an entry point into this field of inquiry. The contention among different currents of thought as well as the complexity of global restructuring poses the need to examine the relationship between waged-work and women’s well-being and the opportunity to recast the analysis in terms of historically specific dimensions of global restructuring process. Of particular importance is the examination of the impact that globalization has on women incorporation into the lower segments of the labor market. Focusing on women located at the lower echelons of the labor market raises particular questions that define the boundaries of the field of inquiry: Does this recent incorporation merely serve the interests of capital by transforming women into cheap labor, or does it open up novel possibilities for women by increasing their bargaining
power in households, workplaces, and labor markets? How does women’s integration into the labor force refigure gender hierarchies? What are the implications of race, ethnicity, marital status, and age for women’s integration into labor force?

The distinct field of inquiry on women’s well-being and waged-work crosscuts several areas of study: development studies, structural-relation perspective on gender, post-structural feminist analysis of the labor process, and the globalization and gender literatures. Below, I provide a review of the literature on women’s well-being and waged-work through a critical engagement with each scholarly area. The concept of well-being offers a suitable lens to analyze the ways in which social scientists evaluate the consequences of women’s incorporation into wage-work. Here, I take well-being as a broad concept distinct from subjective well-being. While subjective well-being refers to cognitive and emotional evaluation of individuals’ quality of their lives, the concept of well-being is not necessarily concerned with psychological dimensions but allow us to assess social and cultural effects of social structures and hierarchies on raced, classed, gendered groups of individuals. The concept of well-being is elusive but fits neatly into each scholarly approach to women’s liberation. On the one hand, each area of study has a normative (feminist) orientation towards diminishing the conditions of women’s subordination. On the other hand, the flexibility of the term helps capture different theoretical formulations such as emancipation, empowerment, and autonomy.

**1. Present State of the Field**

Differences in explanatory emphasis and conceptual repertoire notwithstanding, contemporary inquiries on the relationship between women’s well-being and waged-work share two common features. First, studies have shifted away from an economistic approach and adopted more embedded forms of analyses incorporating historical, political, and discursive contexts. Secondly, inquiries on women’s waged-work have moved away from universalizing methodologies and have instead become more attentive to multilayered contextual analyses that “reveal how the particular is often universally significant without using the universal to erase the particular or positing an unbridgeable gulf between the two terms (Mohanty, 2003:503).”

By employing the term economistic, I refer to the economizing logic of the structural-functionalist vantage points that rest on the assumption that one can deduce salient identities and interests from social structures or aggregate statistical data. Structural functionalist approaches, which differ from materialist approaches in emphasizing that interdependent social structures
shape the society as a whole, tend to subscribe reductionist explanations of social phenomena. For instance, globalization and gender literatures borrow heavily from earlier scholarships on Women in Development (WID), Women and Development (WAD), and Gender and Development (GAD), and have previously shared those scholarships’ economistic assumptions regarding women’s interests. Most of the studies in this vein have tended to deduce women’s interests from the ahistoric structures of capitalism, imperialism, and patriarchy. By extension, theses on exploitation, which uphold that industrialization creates a cheap female workforce, and marginalization, which maintains that industrialization excludes women from productive roles and confines them to the household or informal economy, predominated the early period. Nevertheless, beginning from the mid-1990s, by drawing on fields of ethnography, anthropology and post-structural feminist scholarship, globalization and gender scholars began to focus on the ways in which contradictory processes and unanticipated consequences of global processes shape women’s contextually defined and historically changing interests.

Recent studies also criticize the predominance of universalizing methodologies in studying women’s integration into the labor force on the grounds that these methodologies erase the particular and fail to give an account of how the particular and the universal are linked. Instead of assuming that women are a coherent group prior to their entry into development process, some compelling recent scholarship investigates “the real and concrete effects of global restructuring on raced, classed, national, and sexual bodies of women in workplaces, streets, households, cyberspaces, neighborhoods, prisons, and social movements (Mohanty, 2003: 525).” Post-structuralist feminists, for

---

3Women and Development (WID), Women and Development (WAD), and Gender and Development (GAD) are three interrelated but distinct fields of scholarship that investigate the complex relations between development studies and women’s lives. Emerging in the early 1970s, the WID approach is based on the critique of development studies that omitted the role of women in society. The WID literature represents women as productive members of society. The major purpose of the proponents was to integrate women into the development process. The WAD perspective focuses on the relationship between women and development process rather than exclusively on strategies for the integration of women into the development process. Its point of departure is that women have always been integral to the economy and the work they do (both at home and outside of home) is central to societies. The GAD literature emerged in the 1980s as an alternative to WID and WAD. GAD is not interested in women per se but with the social construction of gender in relation to development process. For more details on WID, WAD and GAD see, for example, Rathgeber (1990); Razavi & Miller (1995) and Tinker (1990).
instance, challenge the idea that “women” refers to a shared essence or common identity. They argue for a historically contingent analysis of gender inequality dependent upon the changing configurations of power and hierarchy (Butler 1990; Scott 1992).

2. Human Development Approach: Women’s Capacities and Empowerment

The human development approach, currently the predominant perspective within development studies, provides a normative framework for the evaluation and assessment of individual well-being. Scholars operating within the human development approach reject the simplistic correlation between the notion of well-being and the quantity of monetized economic activity. Instead, they advocate a novel framework for the analysis of well-being, which is reflected in the expansion of individual choices in ways that enable people to lead the lives that they value (Sen, 1988; UNDP, 2000).

Central to the notion of well-being is Amartya Sen’s (1999) capabilities approach. Concerned with enhancing human freedom, Sen argues that well-being should be evaluated in terms of the expansion of the capabilities and abilities to make choices. With respect to women, Sen states that women’s well-being is strongly influenced by their ability to earn an independent income, to find employment outside the home, to have ownership rights, literacy, be educated, and to be participants in decisions inside and outside of the family. Accordingly, he contends that these abilities are aspects of agency insofar as women are doing things and making choices that then give them voice, social standing, independence and empowerment (Sen, 1999).

Many of the empirical studies that have built upon this framework for assessing women’s well-being relative to paid work combined the capability approach with empowerment literature. The latter is an immensely growing literature that explores the ways in which women are vested with power through globalizing processes and their local variations and contestations (for example, see Agarwal, 1997; Jeejebhoy and Sathar, 2001; Bespinar, 2010). Based on the basic premises of the capability approach, Kabeer (1999, 2001) offers a framework for empowerment, by which she refers to “the expansion in people’s ability to make strategic life choices in a context where this ability was previously denied to them” (1999: 135). A growing number of focused ethnographies, drawing on Kabeer’s insights, investigate multifaceted aspects of agency and the variety of choices women workers have in different settings (for example, see Razavi, 2007; Shin, 2008; Murphy-Graham, 2008). Studies in this vein identify the expanding range of women’s choices, from marital
options to education, and household decision-making, which have emerged as a result of employment.

Empirical analyses focusing on the range and quality of choices that women have as they engage in waged-work are heavily concentrated at the individual and household level (Malhotra, Schuler, and Boender, 2002). A theme widely reported in the literature is the pursuit by young women workers of greater autonomy and control over courtship and marriage decisions. Wage workers in rural Malaysia and Indonesia (Wolf, 1992), factory operatives in Sri Lanka (Lynch, 1999), and economic migrants in Shenzen, China (Clark, 2001), all use the enhanced autonomy stemming from wage earning to negotiate over desired partners, to postpone or evade arranged marriages, or to experiment with new styles of unsupervised romance and independent matchmaking. Similarly, studies that center on married women’s enhanced autonomy explore the ways in which women exercise their agency through raising their voices in household decision-making processes such as household livelihood security (Kantor, 2009) income spending (Frankenberg & Thomas, 2001), fertility (Mason & Smith, 2000; Beutelspacher, Martelo & Garcia, 2005) contraceptive use (Gage, 1995), and child health (Jejeebhoy, 2000).

The most cutting-edge empirical research investigates the empowerment effects at multiple levels by taking different socioeconomic and cultural conditions into consideration. Qualitative studies have acknowledged the impact of individual or household situations combined with institutional structures (Kabeer, 2001; Mayoux, 2001). In a comparative analysis across two countries, Kabeer (2001) explores the different ways in which women are integrated into garment industries as factory workers in Dhaka and Bangladeshi home-based workers based in London to examine the conditions under which women make strategic life-choices, or decisions that influence a person’s life trajectory and subsequent ability to exercise autonomy. She demonstrates that the impact of women’s access to waged work is not a uniform one, for women themselves are not a uniform category defined solely by their gender. For example, home-based workers in London are not able to exercise a major influence in shifting intra-household power inequalities due to the meagerness of the earnings and social isolation of their working conditions. Similarly, factory workers in Dhaka who get propelled into work by circumstances beyond their control are least likely to have experienced it as an expansion of their choices. However, Kabeer argues the majority of women factory workers who take up employment as a choice experience the transformatory potential of waged-work. Some women use their greater sense of self-reliance to take a stand against dowry arrangements and are determined to marry only those who ready to value them in a marriage as a partner. Some women use the improved
credibility of their exit option to renegotiate the terms of their relationships, and in some cases even exercised those exit options such as divorce.

To recapitulate, the human development approach underlines women’s agency on the basis of increasing the range of strategic options as a consequence of employment. However, as it fails to elaborate on divergence and conflict of interests among different groups/structures such as women, capital, family, market and etc., it subscribes into the trickle-down theory of economic growth, which predicts that the benefits of growth will eventually reach backward or disadvantaged regions within the country, just as it will reach poorer social classes. In that sense, the notion of empowerment rests on the unwarranted assumption that recent wave of marketization is relatively harmonious with women’s interests.

3. Structural Relational Perspective on Women’s Work

Empowerment, especially in the context of the capabilities approach, has gained wide recognition and legitimacy as a strategy of promoting women’s well-being. Yet, at the same time, it has come under attack on the grounds that it fails to analyze the role of institutionalized power in causing or perpetuating inequalities. Scholars attentive to world-system analysis contend that the capability approach fails to address adequately the historical and structural roots of inequality (gender and class) as well as various relations of dependence (Hill, 2005; Feldman, 2005; Feldman & Gellert, 2006). By deploying a structural-relational perspective, they argue that instances of women’s empowerment through wage-work are bound to be partial and cannot be universalized given that capitalism as a world market phenomenon structurally creates marginal masses that cannot be integrated into a formal working class, that multiple forms of labor relations cannot fit into contractual waged-relations, and that varied levels of coercion-based social conditions exist for women across the world. Of particular significance here is the structural-relationality and simultaneous proliferation of waged and unfree/unpaid labor relations (Bennholdt-Thomsen, 1984; Mies, Bennholdt-Thomsen, and von Werholf, 1988; Caffentzis, 1999; Kapadia, 1995; Federici, 2008).

Informed by Marx’s insight that contractual wage-relations are too costly for the accumulation of capital, and therefore the formal proletariat constitutes relatively a privileged strata of workers, scholars have investigated the ways in which global restructuring creates underprivileged groups of workers, reshaping the hierarchy among women. They also draw attention to structural limitations of global capitalism, which hinder the universalization of waged-
relations and the promise of well-being by identifying the ways in which the “continued exploitation of the whole of the working class depends upon the marked (i.e., visible) oppression of its weakest members” (Corrigan, 1977: 449).

Recently, an important area of research has investigated the changes in the global division of labor among women by analyzing the recent proliferation of care-work and the transnational migration of care-workers (see Hondagneu-Sotel, 2011 and Herrera, 2013 for a review). Major structural processes associated with global restructuring, such as the increasing participation of middle-class women in developed economies and the withdrawal of the welfare state from care-work provision, have all created a care deficiency in the core countries (Pyle, 2006; Zimerman, Litt, and Bose, 2006). On the other hand, neo-liberal policies that increase poverty in the less developed countries channel third-world women into transnational migration circuits to fill this care deficit (Romero, 1992; Constable, 1997; Parrenas, 2003). Scholars’ focus on migration circuits in the analysis of commodification of reproductive labor lays bare the structural-relationality between different types of women’s labor on a world scale. Ehrenreich & Hochschild’s (2002) notion of a global care chain identifies patterns in the division of labor by showing how globalization has increasingly extended a chain of women leaving their own families and migrating to wealthier countries where they relieve more privileged women of care-work by taking care of their children and families.

The transfer of work between the first and third worlds reconfigures existing hierarchies among women (Bhattacharyya, Gabriel, and Small, 2001). The increased labor force participation of middle-class women in core countries has been made possible by the increased availability of care-work services. These jobs are disproportionately filled by women of color, African American, Latina, Asian American (Ehrenreich and Hochschild, 2002; Yeates 2009). Drawing on the racial dimension of work transfer, Parrenas (2003) elaborates on the racialized stratification of women in the global era. Her work compares the historical transfer of the care-work from white mothers to African American domestic workers in the US to the current international transfer from employers in northern centers to women from Philippines, Latin America, and the Caribbean.

Inquiries on the Global City\textsuperscript{4} explore structural links between different forms of women’s labor as well. Sassen’s (2001) study investigates linkages

\textsuperscript{4}Global cities emerge largely because economic activities get more geographically dispersed in the global era. As this process unfolds, it needs to be centrally controlled. This triggers the formation of a new geography of centrality. Located only in
between economic sectors emerging with global restructuring and multiple forms of labor employed in these sectors. She identifies that the increasing expansion of business services as one of the leading economic sectors goes hand in hand with the downgrading of other economic activities. The fundamental dynamic posited in Sassen’s analysis is that producer services put pressure on the larger economy, leading to a polarization in wages of different workers as well as limiting the profit making capacities of various other sectors. Moreover, due to profit-making disparities between producer services and these other sectors, the latter have had to resort to informalization and to downgrading a growing array of economic activities. Thus, for Sassen (2001: 191), global cities emerge as hubs for “the overvalorization of corporate capital and the further devalorization” of disadvantaged economic actors, both firms and workers.

The burgeoning of devalorized economic sectors promotes informalization, a casualization of employment relations, insecure working conditions and low-paying jobs, which are disproportionately filled by women of color (Bhattacharyya, Gabriel and Small, 2001). What furthers the coupling of employment polarization and racialized gender stratification in the global cities, according to Sassen, is the consumption patterns of high-income service workers. A vast supply of low-wage racialized jobs required by high-income gentrification in both its residential and commercial settings and a large array of personal services from expensive restaurants, gourmet shops to special cleaners mushroom in global cities.

For feminist scholars adopting the relational perspective, not only precarious work but also unfree forms of labor are central in the reorganization of labor and class relations in today’s global economy. By emphasizing practices of debt-peonage, blackmail, and bonded contract labor, scholars have investigated how women are forced into labor and work as domestic servants, sex workers, sweatshop workers, cleaners, beggars etc. (Wang and Chang, 2002; Jeffreys, 2008). These studies reveal that a significant proportion of personal service workers are subjected to various forms of sexual exploitation including prostitution, obscene transactions, bride trading, sex tourism and many others.

By emphasizing the simultaneous expansion of waged-relations with underprivileged labor forms, structural-relational scholars argue that women’s well-being cannot be established through waged-work. Notwithstanding the validity of this argument on a world scale, structural relational approaches do particular cities such as New York, London and Tokyo, global cities emerge as managing posts of the new world economy.
not take into consideration the contradictory positions in labor structures, nor do they emphasize the significance of partial achievements that women gain by their entry to labor force.

4. Disempowering Work of Empowerment: Post-Structuralist Feminist Critique

Post-structural feminist scholars, like world-system scholars, have also challenged the empowerment literature. Focused on the paradoxical results of women’s empowerment through waged-work, scholars highlight the ways in which empowerment strategies (paid work) lead to women’s disempowerment. Drawing on Foucault’s (1984) notion of governmentality, scholars see the emergence of the discourse of empowerment as a key modality of neoliberal self-government and an alternative to more coercive and direct forms of rule (Hindess, 2004). Foucault’s insight that power in the form of governing is reflexive on the actions of those governed (that is to say that it acknowledges and utilizes the capacities of those governed and seeks to build new subjectivities) is the departing point for a number of empirical studies on disempowering work of empowerment. Research focusing on neo-liberal employment practices documents how empowerment discourses operate as effective governance practices engraving power relations into women worker’s own capacities and subjectivities.

One school of thought highlights the ways that states create discourses of women’s empowerment to enhance their own economic competitiveness in the global market. For instance, Guevarra’s (2006) research on Philippines’ overseas employment program investigates how the state utilizes an empowerment discourse to regulate migrant Filipina workers employed in domestic and entertainment industries by encouraging them to promote a particular public image, a dutiful mother and a chaste woman. Guevarra draws attention to the fact that Philippines’ state discourse does not address the structural conditions underlying women’s exploitative work situations and displaces the responsibility of protection from the state primarily onto the women. This, Guaverra argues, leads directly to women’s disempowerment. Moreover, this discourse reinforces gender inequalities through the glorification of normative gender roles. Thus, Guevarra contends that the state uses the discourse of empowerment as a tool for governing women’s roles as citizen-workers whose goal is to be economically competitive for themselves, their families, and their country, thus maintaining a steady influx of dollars into the country.
Analyses of the labor process open up yet another venue to explore the disempowering effects of empowerment. Recent research on labor control mechanisms investigates the simultaneous production of subjectivities with the production of commodities during the labor process. By using ethnographic fieldwork conducted in Ciudad Juarez, one of Mexico’s largest concentrations of maquiladora jobs, Salzinger (2002) elaborates on the production of different subjectivities through practices on the shop floor. She observes that management at four different workplaces constructs four different types of feminine subjectivities. Femininity discourse embodied through daily, mundane, disciplinary policies and practices, she contends, “functions as a constitutive discourse which creates exploitable subjects” and regulates the capitalist production process (Salzinger, 2002: 21).

Amy Hanser’s (2008) comparative ethnographic study on Chinese retail settings echoes the dynamics observed by Salzinger regarding the production of femininities and the control over the labor process. Her observations draw attention to the emergence of three groups of women service workers in a globalized economy in China: middle-aged women employed in state-owned department stores, young and unruly women working in clothing bazaars and obedient, young, and attractive women employed in upscale retail stores. Seizing upon differences among women workers in terms of age, body, and femininity, managers in each retail setting secure their position in the consumer market and also discipline women workers.

Another important dimension of the research on these paradoxical results of empowerment addresses new modes of commodity consumption. For many women, new experiences of labor and gender autonomy are often marked by their ability as independent wage earners to participate in new patterns of consumption. Women workers perceive themselves as empowered subjects who catch up with globally oriented standards of modernity, as they constituted themselves as commodity consumers (Mills, 1999; Rofel, 1999; Freeman, 2000). More importantly, pro-woman consumer discourses of the global market facilitate the identification of women’s autonomy with a new power to consume. Yet, for many scholars, this points to novel forms power relations through which women are recast into the global market as consumers achieving Western/global commodified beauty standards (Pearson, 2001; Harris, 2004). By reducing the notions of empowerment, choice, and agency to practices of commodity fetishism, scholars contend that pro-woman consumer discourses actually increase women’s dependency on the global market (Ganguly-Scraser, 2002; McRobbie, 2009).
5. Gender and Globalization Literature

Literatures addressing gender and globalization recast the question of the relationship between women’s well-being and waged-work in the context of complex interactions globalization and gender relations. Many scholars have highlighted the constitutive aspect of gender relations for globalization, arguing that gender -embodied in the sexual division of labor, gender identities, discourses of masculinity and femininity and the like- affect the processes of globalization. Likewise, globalization profoundly shapes gender relations. In this framework, globalization and gender scholars first examine the ways in which gender has been integrated in economics as a central category of analysis and also investigate various aspects in the global economy that illustrate the ways in which those aspects in the global economy interact with the social construction of gender, gender inequality, and women’s well-being.

Pivoted on gender as a central category of analysis, recent studies not only illustrate different ways in which the global economy is a gendered process, but also explore how women’s subordination could be intensified or decomposed in the context of global restructuring. A wide variety of studies show how particular processes, such as subcontracting (Salzinger, 2003), informalization (Sassen, 1998) and offshoring (Freeman, 2000), have facilitated the incorporation of working-class women into the labor force in developing countries, promoting the feminization of labor. There is, for example, an increased use of home-workers, primarily women, as a response to greater competitive pressures on firms to reduce costs (Hsiung, 1996; Dedeoğlu, 2010). The lower wages paid to home workers and the reduction in overhead costs; while beneficial to firms, turn women into invisible workers (Kümbetoğlu, 2012).

By examining the expanded incorporation of third world women into leading strategic sectors, Saskia Sassen (1998, 2001, 2008) teases apart the complex relation between gender and the global economy. Of particular significance are the recruitment of women into the new manufacturing and service jobs generated by export-led policies in several Caribbean and Asian countries and the incorporation of large numbers of women and immigrants into the strategic economic sectors in global cities. For Sassen, women workers located in the above-mentioned global sectors emerge as the offshore proletariat, which is identified in stark contrast to the Fordist period’s working class that consisted of male industrial workers, earning family wages, enjoying job security, and attached to strong unions that guarantee the increasing wages for workers. The shift from a labor aristocracy to an offshore proletariat, Sassen argues, results from the breaking of the nexus between the condition of being workers in the leading sector of the economy and constituting a labor
aristocracy. The way women are incorporated into the leading industries renders them invisible and thus constitutes them as a disempowered class of workers in the service of global strategic sectors. In this sense women and immigrants emerge as the systemic equivalent of the offshore proletariat.

Despite the emphasis on the subordination of women in terms of class dynamics, Sassen’s work also acknowledges the opportunities that women make use of as they are incorporated into the global labor force. Concurring with the basic findings of the empowerment literature, Sassen notes that women gain greater personal autonomy and independence during this process. She also underlines the fact that women gain more control over budgeting and other domestic decisions and greater leverage in requesting help from men in domestic chores. Moreover, their access to public services and other public resources gives them a chance to become incorporated into the mainstream society.

In the early 2000s, studies extended beyond the mere acknowledgment of opportunities that women gain and instead incorporated a more sophisticated approach investigating both opportunities and power relations affecting women workers. Beneria’s (2003) inquiry on globalization and gender captures precisely this point. She contends that it is difficult to generalize about the effects of global economic restructuring on women’s employment given that there are contradictory forces at work. On the positive side, she highlights the improvement in women’s educational levels across countries and the preference for women’s labor. However, she underlines that the employment conditions are often accompanied with greater insecurity of women’s jobs in comparison with men’s, even though all jobs in general are becoming less secure. Thus, she offers an analysis of globalization with gender dimensions that reveals contested implications rather than monolithic or universal claims for the transformation of gender relations. Dedeoğlu’s (2010) study on the feminization of garment work in Turkey illustrates complex and contradictory outcomes of waged-work for women in the context of global reconstruction. Focused on women working at small family workshops and homes for export-oriented industries, her research shows that women acquire a certain degree of independence and bargaining power both at home, such as power to refuse arranged marriages and at workplace, such as power to control the labor process. On the other hand, women are intensively subordinated to working conditions that characterize the Turkish garment industry such as long hours, low pay, and lack of social protection. Besides, working at home reinforces conservative gender hierarchies, underlining women’s roles as housewives or mothers.
The emphasis on the contradictory impact of global processes on gender relations have provided some opening for a consideration of the ways in which race, class and ethnicity have transformed and complicated gendered hierarchies in the making of globalization. The intersectionality approach, emphasizing the simultaneous and multiple oppressions of gender, race and class, offers a theoretically sophisticated methodology to explore the dynamics and contradictory workings of power (Maynard, 1994; Collins, 1999; Yuval-Davis, 2006; Patil, 2013).

Hite and Viterna’s (2005) study on the Latin American working classes illustrates the contradictory workings in the global era. Investigating how double processes of global economic restructuring and adjustment programs have reorganized class structures and gender hierarchies in the region, they show that women’s parity with men in terms of class position (occupation and income) has increased during the past two decades, with women making inroads to the historically male-dominated formal proletariat. Nevertheless, they argue that women’s parity with men largely derives from the deterioration of men’s status in the class structures. As men experience occupational downgrading under neo-liberal restructuring, their working conditions become increasingly similar to women’s.

In a comparative study on the changing dynamics of the labor force in the US and Mexico, Fernandez-Kelly (2008) notes a similar transformation. She specifically addresses the disappearance of the family wage and its impact on class formation. She writes, “The disappearance of the family wage entails a new expectation that all workers, regardless of ascribed characteristics or domestic involvement, will assume responsibility for the maintenance of at least one person: himself or herself” (2008: 401). Such is a janus-faced transformation: on the one hand, as women increasingly engage in waged work, they face the promise of autonomy and economic self-reliance, on the other hand, a greater atomization or individuation of the labor force in terms of gender weakens class structures as well as class-based collectivities.

Interest in the global labor process has stimulated analyses on complex entanglements of gender, race, class, and ethnicity. Scholars focusing on labor control mechanisms explore the ways in which the labor process is gendered, racialized and ethnicized, a strategy actively constructed by employment or management policies in order to facilitate capital accumulation (Kang, 2003; Barker and Feiner, 2009; Sarioğlu 2013). Otis’ (2011) study on Chinese hotels features different types of managerial strategies for the labor control. In order to distinguish themselves from the plethora of neighboring Chinese hotels and to increase their position in the market, management not only promotes certain
sexualized images of women workers, it also adopts regional labor hierarchies, especially with regard to race and ethnicity.

Another comparative analysis on the labor process explores how different social constructions of reproductive work are strategically used by employers to discipline Guatemalan women workers. Menjivar (2006), focusing on working conditions of Guatemalan women in both Guatemala and Los Angeles, investigates how women’s working conditions vary in accordance with their assumed responsibilities regarding household chores. Employers making use of historically and culturally constructed notions of housework respectively in the US and Guatemala, assign differential tasks to women, intensifying the working hours.

Studies have also examined the impact of race and gender on the recruitment of women into service jobs by looking at many new workplace sites produced by global economic restructuring (McDermott, 2006; Williams, 2006; Sherman, 2007). These studies show that the interplay of gender, race and class has intensified the process of women’s marginalization within service work. For example, in her Class Acts: Service and Inequality in Luxury Hotels, Rachel Sherman (2007) demonstrates how hotel work in the United States has developed along racial lines: while workers whose jobs require interaction with customers are usually white, non-interactive workers behind the scenes are typically U.S. women of color or immigrants.

Intersectionality as an approach to study inseparable and interlocking relations among categories of race, gender, and ethnicity, in turn leads to a concern with subjectivity and identity (Maynard, 1999). bell hook’s (1991) call for the incorporation of the difference of experience has prompted scholars to explore complexity of working class feminine identities emerging as a result of global restructuring. Further, scholars investigate how these new identities shift traditional power relations and open up new opportunities for women, simultaneously creating new power relations. Given that the management of the self is central to the organization of service work, a plethora of studies have focused on the production of gendered selves at the service workplaces, specifically the ways that service workers generate speech, action, emotion, manners and looks as they fulfill their job requirements. Studies on the hospitality (Warhurst and Nickson, 2007) and retail sectors (Williams and Connell, 2010) demonstrate how hiring and managerial strategies to control the service work rely on norms regarding femininity, thereby shaping workers’ gendered selves in certain ways. The airline industry (Hochschild, 1983), for instance, uses norms of western middle-class femininity to train female flight attendants, while in an upscale retail store in the United States, (Gatta, 2011), women sales assistants are expected to exude an air of youthful, glamorous
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femininity. Managers utilize a variety of strategies, including scripts and codes of behavior and speech, to regulate these workers’ selves. As a result, women service workers produce certain versions of femininity, such as maternal, youthful and exotic femininities, as a part of their jobs.

By drawing on the decomposition of existing class structures, some scholars examine how global economic integration is giving way to new historical subjects with characteristics that deviate significantly from older counterparts. Pun (2005) research on women factory workers in Shenzhen, China during globalization, depicts a portrait of women workers significantly different than the formal proletariat of the previous period. In the world’s largest sweatshop, as Pun calls it, dagongmei (working girls) from the Chinese countryside follow dreams of freedom and excitement before returning to their villages to become wives, are not members of a new urban proletariat forged by globalization but an itinerant workforce whose labor is not recognized in class terms. In historical-structural terms, the dagongmei are members of an international proletariat. Nevertheless, gender, age, and rural provenance render them invisible in class terms.

As the emphasis was placed on the emergence of non-class identities in the global era, emphasis in the literature has shifted towards exploring complexities in women’s lives that cannot be charted under the subordination of women perspectives (Chua, Bhavnani, and Foran, 2000; Singh, 2007; Siddiqi, 2009). In its initial period, gender and globalization studies mostly focused on the exploitation of women by multinational capital and its ability to take advantage of female stereotypes associated with women workers: docility, nimble fingers, youth, often of rural origins from developing countries acceptance of low wages and poor working conditions (Lim, 1984). This analysis mainly relied on a simplistic Marxist-feminist approach that disregards the complexities of historical-social formations and thus reflected an overarching view of women as victims. Nevertheless, this initial period is gradually replaced by an analysis of women’s waged-work that captures the complexities and the often contradictory effects of global restructuring. Various authors began to point out the ways in which women were not merely passive victims of exploitative conditions, illustrating instead the multiplicity of factors that affected their incorporation in paid work (Lim, 1997).

One of the most striking examples of this new approach addresses the women working in sex industries (Kempadoo, Sanghera, and Pattanaik 2005; Reitzer 2007). Instead of depicting sex workers as victims, recent studies tend to elaborate more on the economic constraints for women sex workers, their families and their communities. This approach to sex work emphasizes the conditions of the women’s work and their lives: demeaning treatment by clients
and supervisors, extreme exploitation, usually conducting services without their full consent under conditions of slavery and blackmail, treatment of physical violence and abuse, occupational health hazards and concerns, and highly inadequate support for health care and mental health services (Kempadoo, Sanghera, and Pattanaik, 2005; Zengin 2011). The key avenue of agency for this group of women, within this approach, involves collective struggle and unionization (Kempadoo, 2003; Hardy, 2010).

Drawing on theories of de-traditionalization and individualization (Giddens, 1991; Beck, 1992), scholars further investigate how employment in global era transforms traditional positioning of women vis-à-vis state and social institutions. For example, in her study on China, Xiaojiang (2005) argues that global restructuring offers women an unexpected opportunity to cast off the entanglements of nationalism, family, clan, and community. Drawing on the fact that women turn down housewifery and opt for waged-work at foreign enterprises despite the exploitative working conditions and low-wages, Xiaojiang maintains that the degree of self-autonomy that comes with waged-work is much greater than those allowed in traditional social life. She argues that prior to the era of globalization women were contained within national or state-centric projects. Nevertheless, global restructuring offers a historical opportunity for women’s liberation via a “fortuitous process of individuation” (Xiaojiang 2005: 122). In a similar vein, Walker’s (2014) research on working-class young women in St. Petersburg, Russia, illustrates the opportunities available to young women through higher education and service employment in the context of global neoliberalism. Despite the limited advancement prospects offered by new service jobs, young women in Petersburg choose working at service occupations over old manufacturing jobs, derive significant value from these new opportunities, and use job-related resources to construct narratives of self-actualization which enable them to approximate the image of respectable femininity.

Under these conditions, women have the power to negotiate the conventional gender roles and identities ascribed on them. Cupples’ (2005) research on working single mothers in Nicaragua explains how neo-liberal restructuring provides some opening for the negotiation of gendered identities. Her observations indicate that women’s participation in the labor market, although crucial for family survival, is not devoid of personal ambition. Despite the constraints of the neo-liberal economic structuring and hegemonic constructions of domestic motherhood that poses challenges for women’s right to work, women increasingly perceive employment as a central aspect of their lives and a means to personal self-improvement. Specifically, work-life can, over time, bring about shifts in understandings of family and motherhood because home and the site of waged work are not separate entities but are
mutually constituted in women’s lives. Thus, single mothers simultaneously absorb and challenge discourses of domestic femininity.

**Discussion & Conclusion**

The literature addressing globalization and gender explores complex interactions between global processes, women’s work, and well-being. In doing so, recent studies highlight contradictory processes involved in global restructuring that simultaneously subordinate women and open up novel opportunities for them. Recent works also embrace identity, sexuality, and discourse as essential foci for investigation and analysis. More importantly perhaps, recent scholarship has shifted away from women-as-victims approach and has focused instead on women’s agency in constructing their identities and challenging oppressive hierarchies of race, class, and sexuality.

Within these recent works, four major areas of inquiry can be distinguished, each of which offers different answers to the question of how incorporation into waged-work affects women’s well-being. First, the human development approach draws attention to the benefits of global restructuring for women. Proponents of this view hold that waged-work enables women to expand their realm of opportunity and choice while breaking down traditional forms of authority and challenging conventional ideas about gender roles and expectations. Secondly, scholars adopting a structural-relational perspective argue that instances of women’s empowerment through wage-work are bound to be partial and cannot be universalized given that capitalism as a world market phenomenon structurally creates marginal masses workers and varied levels of coercion-based social conditions for women workers. Third, post-structural feminist critiques also challenge the capabilities approach by documenting the novel ways by which women’s capacities, subjectivities, and conduct are governed and regulated with the incorporation of women to the global labor force. Finally, by focusing on the contradictions and conflicts generated by the global restructuring process, globalization and gender scholars have attempted to uncover the multifaceted dimensions of women’s waged-work experiences, demonstrating the complex interplay between women’s empowerment and disempowerment.

Each of these approaches has its distinct conceptual designation for the notion of well-being: For Engels it was the formal proletariat’s interests defined in contradiction solely with the capitalists, for human development approach it is a specific interpretation of Marx’s notion of human capacities, for liberal feminists it is largely women’s increasing parity with men, and for feminist human development scholars it is the empowerment of women, and for the post-structural feminists it is subversion of the multiplicity of subject
positions that women, as bearers of classed, racialized, national, ethnic, sexual, and aged as well as gendered identities, occupy in relation both to men and to each other.

Together, the four different literatures examine effectively the political, social, and cultural dimensions of the concept of well-being. However, the emotional dimension of well-being remains poorly addressed. In recent decades, the study of emotions has become increasingly central to sociology, with a growing number of scholars incorporating the study of emotion into their theories and research agendas (Turner, 2010). Furthermore, scholars widely acknowledge that emotions have been significant area for the study work and employment (Wharton, 2009; Lopez, 2010; Hanser 2012). In particular, the theoretical framework of emotion that Collins developed gives a lens through which to understand inequality, stratification status and power. For Collins, “Privilege and power is not simply a result of unequal material and cultural resources. It is a flow of emotional energy across situations” (2004: xiii). Indeed, recent research suggests that there are important linkages to be made between emotions and different forms of stratification, including race, gender, and class (Turner, 2010; Hanser, 2012). Incorporating the insights offered by sociological inquiry on emotion into the field of women’s well-being and waged-work might help scholars examine how women employed in low-wage sectors of global economy react emotionally to their place in the larger stratification system and in negotiating their share of material as well as cultural resources. Turning the spotlight onto these issues can also illuminate an array of workplace dynamics, including the reproduction of authority and inequality. Last but not least, an analysis of women’s emotional experiences at work can generate insights about cultural/psychological processes related to women’s well-being.

To be sure, scholars adopting Post-structuralist approaches emphasize that subjectivities are continuously shaped by emotions, affect, and desire. However, the role of emotions have been somewhat neglected in previous research on waged-work and women’s well-being in global restructuring. I would like to thank you to an anonymous referee for bringing this point to my attention.
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